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Introduction

Factor analysis has been the predominant technique used to interpret the

structure of multiple- choice (M-C) achievement tests with binary resoone data.

The major difficulty with this approach lies in the meaningfUl interpretation

of the resultant factor pattern matrix. This difficulty stems froil the fact

that the number of factors extracted often does not coincide wilth the number

of factors predicted by theory.
,Guilford (1941)and Horst (1966) suggested that the number.of factors

extracted Will be determined by the number of levels of difficulty. In the

test, even though the items themselves were homogeneous in respect to content

McDonald and Ablawat (1974) asserted that "spurious" factors - such as those

correlating with difficulty - are an artificat of the linear factor analytic ;',:10,;,.,730

model. The implication of the McDonald7Ahrawat assertion is that thete is no8-1%8";Tg tg

such thing as a "difficulty" factor; rather, 'that when imposing
n

ng a linear
en

factor model on curvilinear data, factors interpreted as " spurious" or due to'=;-:.'0, 2PE5
A?g1-1

-'),
!"difficulty" are, in fact, factors due to a curvilinear relation existing z

g=otqc).

between test scores and factor content.
o.,,,,7,zz," 6,1*

Gollob (1968a, 1968b) suggested that the item and person main effects iggc; xii
are confounded with the person by item interaction. In attempting to develop5A,z)g,1;: g,1

a modeWor investigating individual differences, be maintained that a

fi

.mz=m
m ,136.6

meaningful distinction exists between person,main effects and patterns of ?1,39
individual lifferences as represented in the person by'test interaction. The'

person main effect represents the individual's average performance across, tests

in relation,to other individuals. The pattern of the individual's performance,

on the other hand, represehts how that individual performs on.any one test in

relation to all other tests in the sample. In effect, this pattern of per-

formance is represented in the person by test interaction term in'the ANOVA

model. Gollob's model, the FANOVA model, is essentially a factor analysis of

.this interaction term. Thisis-accomplished by subtraaing out both'row

(person) and colUmn (test) main effects to double center the data matrix,, then

factoring the residual matrix (person by test interaction). ,

Overall anti Klett (1972) have incorporated Gollob's logic into a Linear

Typal Analysis Program that is similar to profile analysis. ,'Ihis program it. W,

attempts to describe the dimensionality of the pet-son b3i test interaction ;'';q'A

component of the total vari e from a person, or Q, point of view; thus
PEZ 14,0

grouping the patterns of i ividual differences according to,their similarity "ng,i0

This study hypothesized that the.patterns of individual differences 20*zi
-

resulting from student per formance on aptitude tests will prove useful ip
ornz

establishing a taxonomy of M=C items ,that will facilitate the interpretation

of the dimensionality of the M.:-C test. The connection between.the patternpig
of individual differences and )1 -C items were established through the use of a

multiple discriminant funaion technique, where the M-C items were thedis-

crithinator variables, and the groups of patterns of individual differences

were the criteria.
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Method

The 112 subjects used in the analysis were drawn from 256 first year
studen't's at Wayne State University School of Medicine.

The M-C items were selected from an examination covering the intro-
ductory unit compos6T of biochemistry, gross anatomy and cell biology. A

set of thirty-five ,(35) itemS'were chosen according to two criteria; (1) a
point bisereal coefficient between item scores and test 'scores of greater
than .15 and, (2) an item difficulty of greater than .15 and less than .85.
This set of thirty-five (35) items was used as discriminator variables in the
discriminant function analysis.

Ihe aptitude measures were based on the Structure of Intellect (SI)
model of Guilford (1974). The SI tests used in this study were chosen on the
basis Rf an a priori analysis of the relationship between the items. on mul-
tiple choice examinations from previous years and the abilities the items
were purported to measure. As a result of this analytis, tests representing
eighteen (18) cells, of the Guilford cube were selected with two (2) tests
per cell.

The achievement tests were administered in the normal'course of the term.
The aptitude tests'were administered to the entire first year class4Ws a
group in one day, prior to beginning their academic studies.

Results

The principal ales- method of factor analysis with iterations foi
, communality estimates was used in an initial attempt to understand the
dimensionality underlying the M-C test. The factors were rotated to a

° simple structure criterion using the direct oblimig method of rotation.
Thismethod could yield correlated factors. However, in all analyses, the
correlations among factors was low.

The factor analysis of the thirty-five (35) items was not unequivocally
interpretable by any frame of reference. Attempts were made to interpret
this Matrp using content, item difficulty, and-a revised Bloom taxonomy with
no success.

Six of the SI tests were excluded from the analysis due to extreme

skewness. The Liatear Typal Analysis of the thirty (30) .remaining tests
indicated three clear groups of patterns of performance. The three (3),

group's were identified as evaluation, cognition, and*memory.
The multiple discriminant function analysis resulted in a significant

set of discriminant functions (F=1.70, df=40/ 1810, p4..05) and included
twenty (20).of, the thirty-five (35) items entered. It was quite apparent

which items were the best discriminators between the groups.
The factor pattern matrix of the thirty-five (35) M-C items was re-

inteppreted'on the basis Of the discriminant function analysis from the
pOint of view of the relationship between that item and the group for which

it best discriminated. Th4 is to say, if the item discriminated the
cognition grotip from the evaluation and memory groups, it was clasbified as a

'cognition question. If an item discriminated the evaluation group from the
cognition and memory groups, it was classified as an evaluation question.
And, if an.item discriminated-the memory groull from the evaluation and A

cognition groups, it was considered a memory question. This re-interpretation,

of the factor pattern matrix, using the new taxono4c scheme, made it quite
apparent that the dimensions underlying-the multiple choice test were, to a
large extent, representative of the type of ability called for to answer the

question.
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Discussion

One of the major findings of this study was that the interpretation of

the dimensionality of an M-C examination from an individual differences point

of view was useful towards understanding that dimensionality. However, the

fact- that this interpretation was not unequivocal stresses, the confounding

Of the item main effect with the person by item interaction.
The results reported in this study raise several questions regarding

the interpietation of M- C,examinations. First, since it has been Shown that

taxonomic systems can be further developed, to explain the dimensionality of

an examination, is it fruitful to continue'using. total scores with the con-

comitant loss Of information in assessing performance?
Second, it is readily apparent that persons differ in regard to ability,

and M-C items are differentially related to these abilities, therefore, are

achievement ekaminations being constructed that are biased against groups ok

students due to over-emphasis on the way in which items are constructed?

Third, yhen there is a, strong person by test interaction that is_not

taken into account, might not the interpretation of the dimensionality of

the M-C items be misleading and/or spurious?,
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